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CAT REGISTRATION APPLICATION
GENERAL DIRECTIONS
1. Please type or print neatly (in ink). Complete all Sections with as much information as possible.
This will be used to determine the type of registration that is confirmed, according to the TCA, Inc.
rules. Put the identity of the registering body in front of the registration number if it is other than a
TCA, Inc. registration number. Use only TCA accepted colors, patterns, and Breed Names as listed
on the TCA, Inc. website.
2. All Registered TCA Catteries should own a copy of the TCA Constitution and Bylaws, as well as
being familiar with each of the TCA recognized Breeds. These are used by the Breeder to
accurately describe the cats and kittens to be registered. Colors and patterns allowed are listed on
the TCA, Inc. website. Breed is defined as a TCA recognized breed, such as Traditional Siamese or
Classic Siamese.
3. All cats will be given a description such as Championship Stock Traditional Siamese Seal Point
Male, or Pure Foundation Stock Colorpoint Shorthair Seal Lynx Point Female. These will be used
to confirm the proper titles and descriptions in current and future shows and programs sponsored
by TCA, Inc.
CHAMPIONSHIP STOCK
4. For cats being registered as Championship Stock, provide proof of Registration. A copy of your
cat's current Registration Certificate is acceptable. Three optional color photographs of each cat can
be provided (showing the front view and all over side views of both sides of the cat). The cat
should be standing up, showing the whole body and tail. These will remain with the registration
records for future reference, and become the property of the TCA, Inc. Registry
5. If available, a three (3) generation pedigree or a five (5) generation pedigree is requested. If this is
provided in a printed format from a certified source (ie: CFA or TICA) then one does not need to
fill out all this information again on the TCA, Inc.Cat Registration form.
FOUNDATION STOCK
6. It is possible to register your cat with the information available at the time. New information can be
added as it becomes available. Adding information will be done at no charge, but any change to a
cat's registration level will incur charges, as defined in the rules. This specifically applies when a
new registration certificate is requested, or required, such as when a cat is upgraded.
7. To determine accurate representations of all Foundation Stock breedable cats being registered
(whole males and whole females), three optional color photographs of each cat can be provided
(showing the front view and all over side views of both sides of the cat). The cat can be standing
up, showing the whole body and tail.
PAYMENT
8. Payment of the Registration fee. $10.00.
Traditional Cat Association, Inc.
PO BOX 178
HEISSON, WA 98622-0178

MOTTO: To Protect, Preserve, Perpetuate, & Promote the Traditional Cat. (V2019)

